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Introduction

The purpose of this document is to provide standards for the operations of the Sullivan West Volunteer Fire 
Department. These standards have been developed based on customary operating practices in the fire service 
and experiences of this department. These guidelines are for the use of every member, to help them best 
represent the department. The department is judged by the performance of each individual member. 
Therefore, everyone should strive for excellence. 

Upon acceptance to the department it is important that you understand the responsibilities 
imposed upon you and the confidence placed in you. This is not just a “job.” You hold a position 
of trust. Your responsibility is the preservation of life and property in our community through the 
professional performance of duty as a firefighter. As such, you have a responsibility to the people 
you serve to be all they expect you to be.

Although most of the common and generally used operations are covered in this document, each firefighter, 
and each incident, should be considered separately. This manual in no way should be interpreted as removing 
all the discretionary powers of individual firefighters in individual situations. Whenever possible, departmental 
policies and procedures must be followed, however, when the incident indicates the need to make an alternative 
decision, the firefighter is not, and will not be, restricted by this manual. No manual, however detailed, can be 
used as a substitute for good judgement.

At no time shall these guidelines supersede the Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department By-Laws.

This is a living document and is sometimes changed to reflect changes in the fire service and culture of the 
department. The date of the most recent changes will be on the cover. 

Mission Statement

The Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department shall endeavor to save lives and protect property.  
This will be achieved through fire suppression services, emergency medical services, safety initiatives,  
and the training of personnel who are charged with the responsibility to serve their community.

Code of Ethics

I shall strive to...
•  Prevent personal gain or profit from being the object of my endeavors in whatever position I hold.
•  Judge fellow firefighters by standards I maintain and never jeopardize the safety of my fellow fire fighters.
•  Regard it as my duty to possess the knowledge to perform my job and avail myself to opportunities to 

Learn more about my profession and to continually improve myself.
•  Avoid alliances with persons or businesses with goals inconsistent with the performance of the department.
•  Never claim qualifications I don’t possess.
•  Share publicity equally with fellow firefighters, whether favorable or unfavorable.
•  Pledge loyalty to my officers, fellow firefighters and the organization I represent.
•  Bear constantly in mind that the truth is to be sought before the case is made, so that the stature of 
 our department is enhanced rather than tarnished.
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I. Public Relations and Education

Public relations means making a favorable impression on anyone having contact with the fire department.  
Good public relations are established by acceptable behavior, actions and appearance.This applies while  
on a call, or at the station. 

1. Good Public Relations Are Established By:
 1.01  Members should only speak on behalf of the department when properly empowered. 
 1.02  Treating the public and other members with courtesy and respect.
 1.03  Taking the time to explain why certain actions must be taken while on the fire scene,   
  the reason for which may not be clear to a person who has not had fire training.
 1.04  Taking special care to avoid unnecessary damage to private property.  
 1.05  Avoiding loud and profane talk at all times.
 1.06  Staying away from the fire station, and not responding to calls, if consuming alcohol or   
  on drug/medication that may impair one’s ability to perform their duties.  
 1.05  Keeping the fire station, equipment and grounds clean and presentable at all times.
 1.06 Recognizing that when wearing a department shirt/logo in public your behavior, good   
  or bad, represents the department as a whole, even when off duty. 
 1.07  Discussing the problems of the department with the Chief and other Officers, not the   
  general public.

2. Public Fire Education
 2.01  A member of the department shall be assigned to organize public fire education.  
  Other members may be assigned to certain tasks to help in this endeavor. 
 2.02 Use of the department website, Facebook page and marquee for fire safety 
  messaging, or any other messaging, should be coordinated through the department.

This is an example of poor public 
relations for a fire department.  
While this member acted  
independently, his actions, even 
while off duty, reflected poorly  
on the agency and resulted  
in his termination. 
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II. General Rules & Regulations

1. Purpose
 1.01  These rules and regulations are meant as guidelines for the day-to-day operations of the    
  fire department. They do not take away the responsibility of the members of this department  
  to use good judgement in making decisions for the successful operation of the department.
 1.02  These are intended to limit a member from taking action a reasonable person would take in   
  extraordinary situations, by necessity, much is left to loyalty, integrity, and these qualities    
  during the discharge of their duties and is how the high fire service standard required for the   
  Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department is measured.

2. Scope
 2.01  These rules and regulations apply to all members of the department.

3. Enforcement
 3.01  Enforcement of these rules and regulations shall be done by the process as established by   
  department policy and chain-of-command.
 3.02  The responsibility for such enforcement shall be as designated by the officers of the    
  department and the Board of Directors.
 3.03  The level of enforcement will be administered based on the severity and frequency of the offense.
  1.   A verbal warning.
  2.  A verbal warning with the documentation being placed in the member’s file.
  3.  A written warning with a copy placed in the member’s file.
  4.   Suspension till the next board meeting.
  5.   Dismissal.

4. Duty Crew Assignments
 4.01  Duty crew assignments will be determined by the officers of the department and are not    
  limited to general housekeeping chores.

5. General Rules
 5.01  All members shall keep in accordance to these guidelines as set forth by the department.
 5.02  Each member will pull no less than 12 hours of dutyper month, unless lifetime. This duty may  
  be pulled in one 12 hour shift, two 6 hour shifts or three 4 hour shifts. “Hanging out” at the 
  department, which means no task was completed, does not count. Exceptions may be made for   
  special circumstances. If a member can’t pull his or her duty, the member is to notify their Captain   
  or Lieutenant. Communication is key! 
 5.03  Duty should be documented in some way.  
 5.04  No member may be an active member of this department and another volunteer fire department 
  at the same time.
 5.05  Always check-in and check-out on an emergency scene with the incident commander. 
 5.06  In case of a department vehicle accident, don’t move the department apparatus, contact the proper  
  law enforcement agency and department officer as to remedy the situation in an appropriate   
  manner.
 5.07  Report all accidents and injuries, whether major or minor. If the injury results in medical care,   
  a First Report has to be completed as soon as possible and given to our insurance provider.
 5.08  In case of a breakdown, contact an officer to see if the vehicle can be fixed or if it will need to be   
  towed. If no officer is available, contact a wrecker service and identify the size of the vehicle   
  needing towed.
 5.09  If an emergency call is received on the business phone, and the call does not appear to be of an  
  urgent nature, instruct the caller to dial 911. Dispatch has prepared questions to ask callers based on  
  their emergency and will dispatch other agencies to assist if needed.  
 5.10 All members shall follow department radio procedures (Section XII).
 5.11  Only the Chief, Deputy Chief or Assistant Chief may authorize a call for the Fire Marshall. If a   
  Chief Officer is unable to be reached then a Captain will authorize the call. The Fire Marshall 
  should be contacted in the event of a fatality or damage exceeding $250,000. 
 5.12  No reports will be shown or released to anyone unless authorized by the Chief.
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 5.13  At no time shall “non-members” of the fire department be left alone at the station, with   
  exception of members of other departments during training and/or mutual aid situations.  
  An exception may be during inclement weather events where members’ families may be   
  sheltering at the department. 
 5.14  Non-members must be approved to ride in department apparatus by an officer.
 5.15  No non-members will be allowed to stay overnight without the prior consent of the Chief.
 5.16  The rules regarding the possession of a weapon shall be dictated by the law of the county, state  
  and federal government. 
 5.17  No horse-play of any kind is allowed.
 5.18 No alcohol or illegal drugs are allowed in the department or on department property.
 5.19 The use of profanity is prohibited at all times while representing the department.
 5.20  When a truck is taken out of the station it shall be washed when returned, if needed, and if the  
  time of day and/or weather permits.
 5.21  All outside activities shall be carried out in a manner which represent the acceptable level of  
  activity, as seen by the general public, at such hour and day.
 5.22  If contacted by the news media regarding any subject, do not give out any information. Refer  
  all news media to an officer who is knowledgeable about the incident in question.
 5.23  Our tobacco policy - No smoking allowed in the building. Cigarette butts should be places in the  
  proper recepticles. “Spit bottles” should be used when dipping,
  instead of spitting in the drains or parking lot, and disposed of when done with. 
 5.24  The curfew of the department shall be 9 o’clock between Sunday through Thursday and 11 
  o’clock on Friday and Saturday nights for nondepartment members. Exceptions may be made  
  by the member on duty with an officer’s authorization.
 5.25  The members on duty are in charge of the department during their shift.  
  Names should appear on the board 12 hours prior the shift.
 5.26  The person on duty is responsible for leaving the fire hall in a presentable fashion. (i.e. swept  
  floors, trash disposed of in proper waste receptacles, trash cans emptied, refrigerators cleaned)
 5.27  Members will be assigned a confidential door code to be used only by them.
 5.28  At no time shall a member demean, abuse, or slander any other member of this department.
 5.29  No one may borrow fire department equipment without obtaining permission from an officer  
  and signing the equipment in and out on the status board. Chainsaws may not be borrowed. 
 5.30  A complete list of guidelines/rules for Cadets are provided in the document titled The Cadet  
  Program.
 5.31 Members must clean the linens they use before leaving (sheets, towels, blankets, etc.)
 5.32 If a member witnesses an act that blatantly breaks the rules of the department it is their 
  responsibility to notify an officer immediately or suffer consequences as well. 

6. Interdepartment Communications 
 6.01 Good communication is as key to the efficient operation of  
  the fire department on a fire scene as it is off. As such,  
  every member is charged with this task. If you notice  
  something that needs addressed make an officer  
  aware of it.  
 6.02 To prevent misunderstandings and/or bad feelings, 
  if a special circumstance arises preventing you from pulling  
  duty or attending a training, make your captain aware of it.  
  Special circumstance can usually be explained without  
  giving personal details.
 6.03 Do not assume anything. Most of the time getting the facts  
  straight means just making a phone call.
 6.04 Ask questions. If you don’t know something, or wonder  
  why something is done a certain way, ask questions.
 6.05 The business of the fire department is held at the board 
  meetings. All members are welcome at the board meetings  
  and are encouraged to take an active interest in the 
  department’s business. 

It is not unusual to witness communication 
like this on a fire scene, where an officer 
might be seen “barking off” orders to a 
member. Keep in mind, the officers might 
not know what your comfortable with, or 
more importantly, not comfortable with, 
if you haven’t made them aware of it.  
Communication is key!  
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III. Disciplinary Guidelines

It is the purpose of these rules to establish administrative procedures concerning disciplinary actions.

1. Authority of Officers
 1.01  Any violation of these rules and regulations  
  should be reported to an officer. 
  •  If the officer is unable to give a satisfactory  
     answer or solution, then the officer should  
     follow the chain of command, with the  
     Board of Directors serving as the  
     highest authority.
 1.02  Any officer will have the authority to give a verbal  
  warning, as long as the warning is given to a  
  subordinate. Warnings should be documented.
 1.03  Any officer will have the authority to send a  
  disruptive subordinate member home. 
  •  The officer must notify a Chief Officer  
      immediately afterward and document the action.
 1.04  Line officers (Lieutenant and up) have the authority  
  to suspend a subordinate member until the matter  
  is heard before the Board of Directors. 
  •  The Chief should be notified of this action and the action should be documented. 
 1.05  Line officers can file charges with the Board President for the dismissal of a member.

2. Procedures
    These procedures will be administered based on the severity, and/or frequency, of the offense.
 2.01  A verbal warning may be used to reprimand a member.
  •  The member must be made aware that he or she is receiving a verbal warning so that
     the weight of this disciplinary action is recognized. 
 2.02  A written warning will have the date that the warning was given, the member’s name,   
  the reason for the warning, the issuing officer’s name, and be signed by the issuing officer,  
  a Chief Officer, and the member. A copy of the warning will be placed in the member’s file.
 2.03  A suspension will last until a disciplinary meeting of all those involved and the Board of   
  Directors can be made. 
  •  A copy of the action taken will be placed in the member’s file. 
  •  Pending the outcome of the disciplinary meeting, it will be at the Board of Director’s discretion  
     to collect the member’s issued equipment.
 2.04  The Board of Directors must approve the dismissal of a member.
 2.05 The member’s issued equipment should be returned immediately after his or her dismissal.

3. Dismissal & Demotion
    Reasons for dismissal may include, but are not limited to the following:
 3.01  Incompetence or inefficiency in the performance of duties.
 3.02  Conviction of a criminal offense or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude.
 3.03  Violation of any lawful and reasonable regulation, order, or direction made or given by   
  a superior officer, or insubordination that constitutes a serious breach of discipline.
 3.04  Drinking any alcoholic beverages while representing the department.
 3.05 Being addicted to the use of an illegal drug or the abuse of a controlled substance while   
  representing the department.
 3.06  Theft, destruction, carelessness or negligence in the use of department property.
 3.07  Disgraceful public conduct or language toward the public or fellow member, or abusive   
  public criticism of members, officers and otherwise.
 3.08  Incapacity to properly perform duties because of a permanent or chronic physical or  
  mental disability as determined by a physician.
 3.09  Acceptance of a bribe.

If you have a concern about your treatment,  
or another member’s treatment, please let an 
officer know so that the situation can be  
remidied. We want every member to feel  
comfortable. Your thoughts about a situation 
may be shared by others so please make  
them known.  
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 3.10  Falsification of records or use of official position for personal advantage.
 3.11  Failure to pay or to make reasonable provisions for the future payment of just debts.
 3.12  Loss of member’s drivers license/driving privileges by due process of law when the    
  member/employee’s position makes the operation of a motor vehicle necessary in their 
  performance of duties.
 3.13 Loss of a certification necessary in their performance of duties. 
 3.14  Violation of any provisions of the by-laws or guidelines of the Sullivan West Volunteer    
  Fire Department.

4. Grievances and Appeals Procedure
 4.01 Certain levels of discipline will require a member to appear before the board to plead
  their case, however, it is a member’s right to appeal their case to the Board of Directors
  no matter what level of discipline that was received. 
  •  A written request, detailing the issue, should be submitted to the Board President
     for a formal appeal. The President may then call a special meeting or place the request  
     on the next meeting’s agenda. 
 4.02 Failure to appear before the Board of Directors for disciplinary actions will be viewed 
  as admission of guilt. 
 4.03 Grievances between members should be handled through the department’s  
  chain-of-command.
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IV. Membership Status

1. Probationary Membership
 1.01  New members are accepted on a probationary period after submitting an application, references   
  being checked, background check, possible drug screening, being interviewed by the screening   
  committee and being voted on for membership by the department’s board of directors.
 1.02  The probationary period will last for 6 months, unless otherwise stated by the board of directors.
 1.03  Probationary members are not guaranteed equipment. Equipment may be issued before the end   
  of the probationary period, if available and approved by their Captain.
 1.04  Probationary members may attend in-house trainings, but must be approved to attend off-site   
  trainings by their Captain.
 1.05  Probationary members can not stay at the station unsupervised.
 1.06  Probationary members will not be assigned a door code.
 1.07  Probationary members will complete The Basics and State 16 Hour Class.
 1.08  Probationary members will complete the National Incident Management Courses as required by   
  the state and federal government. These courses are NIMS 100, 200, 700 and 800.
 1.09  Probationary members, that aren’t at the Associate Level, are required to take the state’s 64 hour   
  intro to fire service course.
 1.10  A probationary member must complete the Basics and attend at least half of the trainings during   
  their probationary period and taken the required NIMS courses to be made a full member. 
 1.11 Members who are placed on probationary status as punishment must adhere to these rules  
  and may be asked to relinquish their equipment. 
 1.12 Probationary members may be dismised if they’re found to not be a good fit with the department.

2. Lifetime Membership
 2.01  Members who have been active in the department for a period of 15 years are considered Lifetime.  
  This period does not include inactive membership status or leaves of absence. 
 2.02  Active-duty military service will be recognized.
 2.03  Lifetime Members do not have to pull duty shifts, however are still charged with the    
  responsibility to support the department.
 2.04  Inactive Lifetime Members, as are regular inactive members, are not entitled to equipment.

3. Inactive Membership
 3.01  Members who have not responded to calls or pulled duty in a six month period  
  of time will be considered inactive and may be removed from the Active Membership roster. 
  This includes Lifetime Members and Associate Members.
 3.02  Members returning from Inactive Status must resubmit an application, and be voted on before the   
  board, before being reinstated to Active Membership.
 3.03  The department will not pay for Inactive Members training.
 3.04  Inactive Members may be asked to relinquish their issued equipment.

4. Leave of Absence
 4.01  A written request for leave (including medical) must be submitted and approved before the board. 
 4.02 A medical leave of absence requires a doctor’s letter clearing the member to return. In some cases  
  the member may also be asked to be examined by the department’s occupational health doctor.
 4.03  A Leave of Absence can be for no longer than a period of 90 days.  
 4.04  A member on Leave of Absence may return by providing a letter to the board.
 4.05 A Member who is suspended or on probation and requests a Leave of Absence will complete his   
  or her punishment after said leave.
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V. Job Descriptions

The following deals with the job descriptions for the various ranks within the Sullivan West Volunteer Fire 
Department. They are intended as a guideline for the personnel to use in defining duties and responsibilities, 
authority and job requirements among the various ranks and position within the department. In many cases job 
titles/duties are shared by the same individual. 

1. Fire Chief
 1.01  The Fire Chief shall be elected by the Board of Directors in January for one year.
  Chief may be nominated by the Board of Directors, and will be elected by the membership.
 1.02  The Chief shall obtain an Assistant to the Commissioner Certificate from the Tennessee State Fire  
  Marshall Office after taking the position.
 1.03  He or she will be certified Fire Fighter II or grandfathered by the Commission of Fire Fighters.
 1.04  He or she will be technically qualified by training and experience. He or she must have the ability  
  to command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 1.05  He or she may be removed from office by a 2/3 vote of the Board of Directors at a regular   
  business meeting after charges have been given to the Chairman of the Board, investigated and  
  proven true.
 1.06  The Chief must have at least 5 years of membership in the department.
 1.07  The Chief, with help from the Deputy Chief, Assistant Chief and Chairman of the Board will   
  appoint  Captains.
 1.08  The Chief shall have full charge of the operating procedures of the department at all emergencies.
 1.09  The Chief is hereby required to assist the proper authorities in suppressing the crime of arson by  
  investigating the cause, origin and circumstances of all fires.
 1.10  The Chief shall verify that subordinate officers are fulfilling their duties.
 1.11  The Chief shall oversee the keeping of all department records.
 1.12  The Chief shall hold a valid Driver’s License.
 1.13  The Chief shall have his required hours of training each year, which is to include the state’s  
  mandated training for fire chiefs.
 1.14  The Chief must have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of  
  equipment employed in firefighting.
 1.15 The Chief will oversee grants and fund raising efforts of the department. 
 1.16 The Chief will represent the department at meetings where the department’s interests are of concern.
 1.17 The Chief shall secure mutual-aid agreements/contracts with other agencies. 
 
2. Deputy Fire Chief
 2.01  The Deputy Chief is second in the chain-of-command and reports directly to the Chief.
 2.02  The Deputy Chief shall be appointed for 1 year by the Chief.
 2.03  The Deputy Chief shall be Fire Fighter I or grandfathered by the Commission of Fire Fighters.
 2.04  He or she shall be technically qualified by training and experience. He or she must have the  
  ability to command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 2.05  The Deputy Chief must have at least 4 years of membership in the department.
 2.06  The Deputy Chief may be removed from office by the Chief of the department for just cause after  
  a hearing before the Board of Directors.
 2.07  The Deputy Chief shall have full charge of the operating procedures of the department during the  
  Chief’s absence.
 2.08  The Deputy Chief shall assist the proper authorities in suppressing the crime of arson by   
  investigating the cause, origin and circumstances of all fires.
 2.09  The Deputy Chief must maintain his or her required hours of training each year.
 2.10  The Deputy Chief must have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and   
  practices of equipment employed in firefighting.
 2.11  The Deputy Chief shall oversee the keeping of hose testing, hydrant testing, pump testing and  
  equipment records.
 2.12 The Deputy Chief will oversee the department’s Water Officer, Equipment Officer and  
  Cadet Coordinator. 
 2.13  The Deputy Chief shall carry out the duties the Chief issues.
 2.14  The Deputy Chief shall verify that subordinate officers are fulfilling their duties.
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3. Assistant Fire Chief
 3.01  The Assistant Chief is the third in the chain of command and reports to the Chief and   
  Deputy Chief.
 3.02  The Assistant Chief shall be appointed for 1 year by the Chief.
 3.03  The Assistant Chief shall be Fire Fighter I or grandfathered by the Commission of Fire Fighters.
 3.04  He or she shall be technically qualified by training and experience. He or she must have the  
  ability to command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 3.05  The Assistant Chief must have at least 4 years of membership in the department.
 3.06  The Assistant Chief may be removed from office by the Chief of the department for just cause  
  after a hearing before the Board of Directors.
 3.07  The Assistant Chief shall have full charge of the operating procedures of the department in  
  the absence of the Chief and Deputy Chief.
 3.08  The Assistant Chief shall assist the proper authorities in suppressing the crime of arson by   
  investigating the cause, origin and circumstances of all fires.
 3.09  The Assistant Chief must maintain his required hours of training each year.
 3.10  The Assistant Chief must have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and  
  practices of equipment employed in firefighting.
 3.11  The Assistant Chief shall oversee the keeping of fire and EMS run reports, inventory and truck  
  inspections. 
 3.12 The Assistant Chief will be over the Fire Captains, Lieutenants and Training Officer.
 3.13  The Assistant Chief shall carry out the duties the Chief issues.
 3.14  The Assistant Chief shall verify that subordinate officers are fulfilling their duties.
 3.15 The Assistant Chief, regardless of his or her tenure, shall pull a duty shift. 

4. Captain
 4.01  The Captain is the fourth in the chain-of-command.
 4.02  The Captains shall be appointed for 1 year by the Chief.
 4.03  A Captain shall be Fire Fighter I or grandfathered by the Commission on Firefighting.
 4.04  He or she shall be technically qualified by training and experience and must have the ability to  
  command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 4.05  A Captain must have at least 3 years of membership in the department.
 4.06  A Captain may be removed from office by the Chief of the department for just cause after a  
  hearing  before the Board of Directors.
 4.07  The Captain shall have full charge of the operating procedures of the department at fires and other  
  emergencies in the Chief Officers’ absence.
 4.08  A Captain shall maintain the necessary hours of training a year.
 4.09  The Captain shall have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of  
  equipment employed in firefighting.
 4.10  The Captain shall train and instruct department members in all aspects of their responsibilities in  
  fire suppression and as members.
 4.11  The Captain should maintain regular contact with his or her crew to relay policy change and  
  address any needs or concerns his or her crew may have, and ensure they’re forfilling their  
  obligations to the department.
 4.13 The Captain will see that new members accomplish all the tasks necessary in order to be released  
  from their probationary status, including basics, NIMS and duty.
 4.13  The Captain shall carry out any additional duties that a Chief Officer issues.
 4.14  The Captain may appoint a Lieutenant to assist with his or her duties.
 4.15 The Captain, with assistance of the Secretary, shall help maintain members’ training records. 
 4.16 The Captain should make the Equipment Officer aware of his or her members’ equipment needs.
 4.17 The Captain, regardless of his or her tenure, shall pull a duty shift. 

5. Fire Lieutenant
 5.01  The Lieutenant is the fifth in the chain of command.
 5.02  The Lieutenant is appointed for 1 year by a Captain with the approval of the Chief.
 5.03  The Lieutenant shall be Fire Fighter I or in the process of obtaining his or her Fire Fighter  
  certification, whenever possible. A Lieutenant must have 2 years experience in the fire service.
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 5.04  The Lieutenant shall be technically qualified by training and experience. He or she must have the  
  ability to command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 5.05  The Lieutenant may be removed from office for just cause by his or her Captain after a hearing,  
  and with the Chief’s approval.
 5.06  The Lieutenant shall have full charge of the operating procedures of the department at fires and  
  other emergencies in the absence of the Chief Officers or Captains.
 5.07  The Lieutenant shall maintain his or her required hours of training each year.
 5.08  The Lieutenant shall assist his or her Captain in verifying that members are fulfilling their duties.
 5.09  The Lieutenant shall have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices  
  of equipment employees in firefighting.
 5.10  The Lieutenant should assist the Captain in training and instructing department members in all  
  aspects of their responsibilities in fire suppression and as members.
 5.11  The Lieutenant should assist the Captain with his or her crew and should maintain regular   
  contact with them to relay policy change and address any needs or concerns his or her crew  
  may have, and ensure they’re forfilling their obligations to the department.
 5.12 The Lieutenant should assist the Captain in seeing that new members accomplish all the tasks  
  necessary in order to be released from their probationary status, including basics, NIMS and duty.
 5.13  The Lieutenant shall carry out any additional duties that the Chief Officers or Captain issue.
 5.14 The Lieutenant, regardless of his or her tenure, shall pull duty shift. 

6. Safety Officer
 6.01  The Safety Officer reports directly to the Chief.
 6.02  The Safety Officer shall be appointed for 1 year by the Chief.
 6.03  He or she shall be technically qualified by training and experience and must have the ability to  
  command Fire Fighters and hold their respect and confidence.
 6.04  The Safety Officer should be Fire Fighter I and have 3 years experience in the fire service,   
  whenever possible. The Safety Officer must be at least 21 years of age.
 6.05  The Safety Officer may be removed from office by the Chief for just cause after a hearing.
 6.06  The Safety Officer shall have and maintain a knowledge of current potential safety and health  
  hazards involved in firefighting and other related activities.
 6.07  The Safety Officer shall have and maintain a knowledge of the current principles and techniques  
  of a safety and health management program.
 6.08  The Safety Officer shall have and maintain a knowledge of current federal, state and local laws  
  regulating occupational safety and health applicable to the fire service work environment.
 6.09  The Safety Officer shall have the responsibility to identify and cause correction of health and  
  safety hazards.
 6.10  The Safety Officer, in conjunction with the officer in charge, shall have the authority to cause  
  immediate correction of situations that create an imminent hazard to personnel.
 6.11  The Safety Officer shall be involved on the process of post-incident critiques in order to review  
  the safety factors involved in emergency incidents.
 6.12  In the absence of the Safety Officer, alternate personnel shall be assigned to perform the duties  
  and responsibilities of the position that require immediate attention.
 6.13 The Safety Officer should attend a Safety Officer Class, if made available. 

7. Infectious Control Officer
 7.01  The department’s Infectious Control Officer is responsible for maintaining a liaison with the fire  
  department physician, the medical officer, the infection control representative at health care  
  facilities and other health care regulatory agencies.
 7.02  When notified of an exposure incident, the infection control officer should ensure that   
  notification, verification, treatment and medical follow-up occur. In addition, the infection control  
  officer should ensure that the appropriate exposure report forms are completed.
 7.03 The Infectious Control Officer is an administrative position and may be an additional
  responsibility of another officer if manpower and experience so warrants. 
 7.04 The Infectious Control Officer will oversee member drug testing and vacinnations. 
 7.05 The Infectious Control Officer will work in conjuction with the EMS Captain to ensure proper
  sanitation procedured are followed.  
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8. Training Officer
 8.01  The Training Officer is an administrative position and may be an additional
  responsibility of another officer if manpower and experience so warrants. 
 8.02  Their shall be one training officer appointed for a 1 year term by the Chief.
 8.03  The Training Officer shall be at least Fire Fighter I, have 3 years experience in the fire service,  
  whenever possible and be at least 21 years of age.
 8.04  The Training Officer shall be technically qualified by training, experience and maintain a   
  thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of equipment employed in  
  firefighting.
 8.05  The Training Officer shall maintain their necessary hours of training per year as required.
 8.06  The Training Officer may be removed from office by the Chief for just cause after a hearing.
 8.07  The Training Officer may appoint a committee to assist in training duties.
 8.08  The Training Officer shall coordinate any special training that may be required.
 8.09  The Training Officer shall coordinate with the EMS Captain in EMS training.
 8.10  The Training Officer shall provide State Fire School Training to include, but not limited to, Fire  
  Fighter I and II, Incident Command, Pump School, etc.
 8.11  The Training Officer shall maintain records on the performance and training activities of all   
  department personnel, and make recommendation to the Chief on any needed or specialized  
  training for the improvement of individuals or the department as a whole to ensure efficient and  
  effective department performance.
 8.12  The Training Officer shall be responsible for the proper education and training of all department  
  personnel at all levels of the organizational structure and through this division’s efforts strive to  
  enhance and improve the quality of life of the department members by providing a high standard  
  of education and training, there by improving the same for the community we serve.
 8.13 The Training Officer should be a certified Training Officer, whenever possible. 

9. Equipment Officer
 9.01  The Equipment Officer is an administrative position whose title and responsibilities may be  
  shared with another officer position.
 9.02  Their shall be one Equipment Officer appointed for a 1 year term by the Chief.
 9.03  The Equipment Officer shall have 3 years of fire service experience and be at least 21 years of age.
 9.04  The Equipment Officer shall be technically qualified by training, experience and maintain   
  a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of equipment employed in  
  firefighting.
 9.05  The Equipment Officer may be removed from office by the Chief for just cause after a hearing.
 9.06  The Equipment Officer shall be in charge of the purchase, maintenance and management of all  
  fire department equipment, with the approval of the Board of Directors.

10. Water Officer
 10.01  The Water Officer is an administrative position whose title and responsibilities may be shared  
  with another officer position.
 10.02  The Water Officer will be appointed for a 1 year term by the Chief.
 10.03  The Water Officer shall have 3 years of fire service experience and be at least 21 years of age.
 10.04  The Water Officer shall be technically qualified by training, experience and maintain a thorough  
  knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of equipment employed in firefighting.
 10.05  The Water Officer may be removed from office by the Chief for just cause after a hearing.
 10.06  The Water Officer shall have a thorough knowledge of the water system in the department’s  
  service area, resources available to him in and outside the community, and will be in charge of  
  maintaining, mapping, and all the hydrants that lie within.
 10.07  The Water Officer shall report water usage and serve as the department’s liaison to the water  
  department.

11. Cadet Program Director
 11.01  The Cadet Program Director is an administrative position whose title and responsibilities may be  
  shared with another officer position.
 11.02  The Cadet Program Director will be appointed for a 1 year term by the Chief.
 11.03  The Cadet Program Director shall have 3 years of fire service experience and be at least 21 years  
  of age.
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 11.04  The Cadet Program Director shall be technically qualified by training, experience and maintain a   
  thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of equipment employed in   
  firefighting.
 11.05  The Cadet Program Director will see that the Cadet’s adhere to the program rules.
 11.06  The Cadet Program Director may be removed from office by the Chief for just cause after a   
  hearing.

12. Driver/Operator    
 12.01  The Driver/Operator shall be 21 years of age, hold a valid Driver’s License and have a clean   
  driving record. Exceptions may be made for drivers 18-20 years of age, but those members must
  be cleared in the vehicles they wish to drive, and at no time may run emergency traffic. 
 12.02  A member’s Captain must release them for Driver/Operator testing or may grant them
  exceptions on a case-by-case basis. 
 12.03  The Driver/Operator must pass a written, hands-on, and “behind the wheel” examination, on   
  any vehicle they wish to drive, to ensure a working knowledge of the equipment. This    
  examination will be administered by the appointed agents of the department.
 12.04  The Driver/Operator shall successfully complete an emergency vehicle operators’ course (EVOC).
 12.05  The Driver/Operator shall successfully complete their Vanessa K. Free training annually.
 12.06  The Driver/Operator of an Engine shall have a thorough knowledge of water supply, friction loss,   
  hydraulics and pumps and have completed an accepted pump class.
 12.07  The Driver/Operator will be familiar with department Radio Procedures.
 12.08  The Driver/Operator shall operate all functions of the fire department vehicle, on which they’re   
  cleared, in all types of weather and situations.
 12.09  The Driver/Operator shall verify the location of the emergency by map or direction sheets before   
  leaving the station.
 12.10  The Driver/Operator should verify that all occupants in his or her vehicle are seated and have   
  their seat belts in place.
 12.11  The Driver/Operator shall not leave a vehicle, which he or she is operating (i.e. running the   
  pump), unless relieved by another Driver/Operator.
 12.12  The Driver/Operator shall verify that all the equipment is placed back on the vehicle and is in   
  working order.
 12.13  The Driver/Operator on duty shall complete a truck inspection upon the start of his or her duty.
 12.14  The Driver/Operator will refuel the vehicle, and the equipment on board, after each use.
 12.15  The Driver/Operator of an Engine shall have knowledge of the department’s hydrant system  
  and hydrants’ general location.

13. Fire Fighter
 13.01  A Fire Fighter shall be no younger than 18 years of age.
 13.02  A Fire Fighter shall have a high school diploma, GED, or still be in school.
 13.03  A Fire Fighter shall have a valid form of identification.
 13.04  A Fire Fighter should attempt to complete the requirements of the state’s fire fighter certification   
  program within 2 years of the date of membership and take the 16 and 64 Hour Classes.
 13.05  A Fire Fighter shall maintain the necessary hours of training each year.
 13.06  A Fire Fighter shall be assigned to a duty crew and be responsible to the officer of the department.
 13.07  A Fire Fighter will carry out the orders given by superior officers.
 13.08  A Fire Fighter will report to the senior officer on an emergency scene upon his or her arrival.
 13.09  A Fire Fighter will have seat belts in place whenever riding in a department apparatus.
 13.10  A Fire Fighter will extinguish fires and take proper precautions to prevent the rekindle thereof.
 13.11  A Fire Fighter will have the ability to establish and maintain an effective working relationship   
  with others.
 13.12  A Fire Fighter will extinguish fires with the least possible danger to life and property, preventing 
  unnecessary damage by water or other extinguishing agents, take proper precautions to prevent   
  rekindle and to leave the premises in the safest possible condition.
 13.13  A Fire Fighter will have a thorough knowledge of modern firefighting principles and practices of   
  equipment employed in firefighting.
 13.14  A Fire Fighter will have the ability to follow instructions and carry out assigned tasks.
 13.15 If an officer is not on scene, the highest trained firefighter should assume command. 
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14. Cadet Member
 14.01  A Cadet Member shall be at least 16 years of age. Members’ children may be accepted at age 14.
 14.02  A Cadet Member must have the permission of their parent of legal guardian in order to become a   
  member of the department.A signature of the their parent or legal guardian, witnessed by a   
  department officer,must appear on their application in order for it to be valid.
 14.03  A Cadet Member must be in school and have a passing average. Expulsion from school and/or   
  dropping out without graduating or obtaining a GED will result in immediate dismissal from the   
  department.
 14.04  A complete list of guidelines for Cadets are provided in the document titled The Cadet Program,   
  which every new Cadet should read and sign-off on.Failure to follow the guidelinesin this    
  document may result in disciplinary action.
 14.05  Cadet members report to, and are supervised by, the Cadet Program Director and must follow the
  department’s chain-of-command.
 14.06 Cadet membership requires dedication, and as such, there is no Cadet Associate Member. 

15. Department Secretary
 15.01  The Secretary will be appointed by the Chairman of the Board for a 1 year term during the    
  December elections.
 15.02  The Secretary may be removed from office for just cause by the Chairman after a hearing.
 15.03  The Secretary takes the minutes and attendance at all board meetings.
 15.04  The Secretary shall place a copy of the previous month’s business minutes on the bulletin board
  and provide copies to board members.
 15.05  The Secretary will maintain department files.
 15.06  The Secretary shall carry out any additional duties that the Chief Officers issue.

16. Associate Member
 16.01  Associate Members play a supporting role in department activities.
 16.02  Associate Members may not do anything that exceeds their training, ability or certification.
 16.03  Associate Members may be issued equipment at the Chief’s discretion.
 16.04  Associate Members may be asked to relinquish their issued equipment if a full-time firefighter   
  needs it.
 16.05  The department will not pay for Associate Members to attend training, unless otherwise approved   
  by the Chief.
 16.06  Associate Members should participate in department activities to demonstrate their interest. 
 16.07 Associate Members report to the Assistant Chief. 
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VI. Chain of Command

1. Definition and Description
 1.01 The Chain of Command of the Fire Department is the   
  command structure of vested authority by which the
  business and operations of the department shall  
  be conducted.
 1.02  The Chain of Command allows information to flow in an   
  orderly manner for the appropriate delegation    
  of authority and responsibility.  
 1.03  The Chain of Command is that process used for all orders,  
  grievances, requests, etc. and its proper use all  
  members of the department is necessary to maintain proper  
  order and structure.
 
2. Proper Use
 2.01  The proper use of the Chain of Command depends on   
  members working within their assigned area of authority   
  and responsibility.
 2.02  The Chain of Command for the Sullivan West Volunteer  
  Fire Department is as shown:

Safety Officer

Deputy Chief

Chief

Assistant Chief
Saf./Inf. Cntrl. Officer

Firefighters

Captain (Crew A)

Lieutenant

Special Members

Equipment Officer

Water Officer

Cadet Officer

Cadets

Training Officer

Firefighters

Captain (Crew B)

Lieutenant

Special Members

The officers of the fire department are its 
leaders, and with their titles, they have 
accepted a greater responsibility to see 
that the department carries out its duty to 
serve the community. 
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VII. Uniforms & Equipment

1. General
 1.01  Rules of dress and appearance create a standard for all members of the department.   
  Uniforms, appearance, and dress rules are established to present to the public fire personnel who  
  are clean and neatly groomed, to instill a degree of personal discipline among members, and to  
  insure that clothing and hair styles will not be detrimental to safety or job performance.
 1.02  Deviation from uniform dress, and appearance rules are permitted only with the authorization of  
  the Chief, or when circumstances not within the control of the member occur.
 1.03  No apparel displaying any form of vulgarity (written,visual or implied) shall be worn by   
  department personnel when representing the department.
 1.04  When on duty, members shall wear clothing bearing the department name and/or logo. No open  
  toed shoes will be permitted. If no clothing with the department name and/or logo is available,  
  a solid colored non logo shirt will be acceptable.
 1.05 Issued clothing, featuring the department name/logo should only be worn by members only.
 1.06  It is the responsibility of individual members to keep issued turnout gear clean as to prevent  
  contamination. Turnout gear will not be left on trucks after returning from a call, but may be  
  placed in the department’s gear rack or their own personal vehicle.
 1.07 Facial hair should comply with NFPA 1500 if SCBAs are to be worn. 

2. Items of Issue
 2.01  Members will be issued equipment, based on their level of membership, when brought   
  off probation. It can therefor be assumed any member who is qualified to be removed from  
  probation by his or her Captain is eligible to receive equipment. 
 2.02 A proper record of such issuance shall be kept by the Equipment Officer.
 2.03  Equipment will be issued as seemed necessary by Captains.
 2.04  Uniforms
  A department t-shirt will be made available for new members. A department patch is available  
  to members after completing his or her probationary period.
 2.05 Dress Shirt/Pants
  Members who perform special duties, such as public fire safety training or funeral details, may  
  be issued a dress shirt as needed. The department’s dress shirts are long sleeve grey shirts,  
  unless you’re an officer. The pants are black. Any member may purchase their own dress but they  
  must adhere to the department’s dress guidelines.
 2.06  Communication Equipment
  Radios are issued based on the level of a member’s activity, membership status and proximity to   
  the service area. All members are not issued radios. 
 2.07  Issued equipment may not be used at another department unless given permission by the Chief.

3. Items Damaged or Lost
 3.01  Issued equipment that is damaged or lost outside of activities at the department, or by   
  inappropriate behavior while representing the department, will be replaced at the individual’s
   expense. All items obtained by the individual will be the same brand, material, etc as that issued. 
 3.02  Members not reporting damaged equipment within 24 hours of occurrence or discovery may be  
  subject to disciplinary actions. 

4. Returning of Issue Equipment
 4.01 Upon suspension, leave of absence, or termination, all items issued by the Department will be
   turned into the Equipment Officer, unless approved otherwise by a Chief Officer. The   
  Equipment Officer will certify that the items have been turned in and are acceptable. 
  Items damaged shall be replaced.

5. Personal Hygiene and Grooming
 5.01  All fire department members shall maintain a clean and neat appearance at all times.
 5.02  Personal hygiene shall be practiced at all times.
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6. Hardware, Badges, Collar Pins, Name Plates, Etc.
 6.01  Department badges will be worn on your left side above the pocket. If badge holes are not in the  
  shirt or coat, it will be worn half way between the pocket and collar.
 6.02  All collar pins, or officer pins must be worn on each side of the collar one inch from the tip, in  
  the center.
 6.03  Fire department patches must be worn on your left shoulder one inch from the seam of the  
  shoulder in the center of the sleeve
 6.04  The United States flag (with the stars nearest the front of the shirt) must be worn on your right  
  shoulder one inch from the seam of the shoulder in the center of the sleeve.
 6.05  Any Tennessee Certified Medical Patches must be worn on your right shoulder one inch below  
  the United States flag.
 6.06  No other badges or patches shall be worn unless authorized by the Chief.
 6.07  A name plate may be worn on the right side just above the pocket.
 6.08  Any personalization of turnout gear, including helmet, 
  must be approved by the Equipment Officer.

 6.09 Officers shall wear gold hardware, including name plate, collar pins and badge. 
 6.10 All officers collar pins will be gold FDs, unless noted below:
   Lieutenant - One Bugle (not inside a circle)
   Captain - Two Bugles (not inside a circle)
   Assistant Chief - Three Bugles (not inside a circle)
   Deputy Chief - Four Bugles (not inside a circle)
   Chief - Five Bugles (inside a circle)
 6.11 Officers’ badges may be personalized with their name/unit number. 

7. Vendor
 7.01  The department uses BKT Uniforms for their uniforms. 
 7.02  For brand/style consistency if a member wishes to purchase their own uniform,  
  it is recommended they use the same vendor as the department. 
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VIII. Training

1. Fire Fighter Training Requirements
 1.01  Fire Fighters will attend training in order to be eligible to respond to emergency calls.
 1.02  Fire Fighters should strive to be a Tennessee Certified Fire Fighter after 2 years of membership  
  and maintain any state and national firefighter training standards.
 1.03  Non-certified fire fighters will show competency in fire behavior, air packs and the anatomy of  
  an air pack, fire streams, ventilation and rescue practices.Thorough knowledge of these skills  
  should be demonstrated before being allowed to participate in interior operations, in addition to  
  firefighting training.
 1.04  Fire Fighters, and Associate Members, will take the required Department of Homeland Security  
  classes (as required by the Federal Government), to include but not be limited to National   
  Incident Management Systems (NIMS).

2. Driver Operator Training Requirements   
 2.01  Members who wish to be Driver/Operators are required to have the minimum “behind the wheel”  
  road miles for the type of vehicle, and required classes to include E.V.O.C., Vanessa K. Free Class,  
  Radio Procedures training, a valid driver’s license, clean driving record and be 21 years of age.
 2.02  A department recognized Pump Class is required to drive an Engine.
 2.03  The Driver/Operator must pass a written, hands-on, and “behind the wheel” examination, on  
  any vehicle they wish to drive, to ensure a working knowledge of the equipment carried on the  
  apparatus, and the pump (if applicable) before being cleared.
 2.04 Driver requirements are outlined in the Driver Packet.

3. Medical Personnel Training Requirements
 3.01  All medical personnel are required to maintain their certification for a period of 4 years if paid  
  for by the department and maintain their medical records through the department secretary. 

4. Cadet Member Requirements
 4.01  Cadet members are required to maintain their necessary hours of training per Cadet guidelines
  and a minimum of a C average in school. 

5. Probationary Member Training
 5.01  Probationary members must pay for classes that will cost the department for their attendance. 
 5.02  Probationary members will be reimbursed for the cost of the class/classes after:
  1. They’ve completed their probationary membership.
  2. Evidence of payment is provided. 
  3. Class was approved by their captain.
   4. Class is completed in its entirety.  
 5.03  Probationary members are required to attend department trainings. 

6. Training Policies
 6.01 The department shall utilize the fire training curriculum that is used by the State Fire   
  Commission in its training endeavors. 
 6.02 Members are encouraged to view training materials each month when on duty.
 6.03  Members who attend training with other agencies may use this for required training hours.
 6.04  Members are encouraged to work in conjunction with the Training Officer about scheduling  
  any classes they’d like to have prior making arrangements.
 6.05  The department will not pay for member’s to attend unapproved classes.
 6.06  Members may be asked to write the department a check for class fees to ensure attendance.The  
  member’s check will be returned upon the completion of the class, or cashed if the member fails  
  to attend. The board will address any special circumstances.
 6.07  In some cases, members may be asked to sign a contract with the department before the   
  department pays for a class. 
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IX. Vehicle Response Instructions

1. Response In Personal Vehicles
 1.01  When responding in a personal vehicle to an emergency, all members will abide by all   
  Tennessee traffic laws, including speed limits, traffic signals, etc.
 1.02  At no time will their be red lights and/or sirens in or on a member’s vehicle.
 1.03  Personal vehicles will be parked at a the scene so as to not impede the quick and safe arrival of  
  all responding apparatus. Most often this will be off the road.
 1.04  Department radio procedures (Section XII) will be followed at all times.
 1.05  Whenever operating in the roadway, members should have on an approved reflective vest.
 1.06 No member under the influence of drugs or alcohol should respond.
 
2. Responding in Fire Department Apparatus
 2.01  Only members who have met the department’s driving requirements may drive.
 2.02  The Driver/Operator shall check a map and street directions before leaving on an emergency  
  call as to prevent a delayed response. 
 2.03  Driver/Operators will do a walk around of the apparatus before boarding.
 2.04  Seat belts will be worn by members driving or riding in the apparatus in both emergency and  
  non-emergency calls. The apparatus will not leave the station until every member is buckled in.
 2.05  All Fire Fighters should be fully bunkered out before boarding, unless the call dictates   
  otherwise.
 2.07  Lights and sirens shall be used in conjunction when responding to an emergency.
 2.08  All apparatus shall stop at all red lights and intersections and account for all lanes of traffic to  
  ensure the intersection is safe to enter before proceeding.
 2.09  Driver/Operators shall be courteous and respectful of other vehicles at all times. 
  Driver/Operators shall not assume that they have the right-of-way.
 2.10  Whenever possible, wheel chocks will be used when the apparatus is stopped and the driver has  
  exited the cab.
 2.11  Apparatus shall not be backed up without a guide stationed at the rear of the apparatus to assist  
  the driver (if there is sufficient manpower).
 2.12  No member under the influence of drugs or alcohol will be permitted to operate any apparatus  
  or equipment on such apparatus.  
 2.13  Whenever operating in the roadway, members should have on an approved reflective vest.

Driving a department apparatus is a responsibility we take very seriously. The department expects its drivers to drive in a  
manner that positively reflects the entire department. A fire engine takes more than a year to build, costs half a million dollars,
and weighs as much as a WW2 B17 bomber. It is a serious piece of equipment that requires serious drivers. 
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X. General Emergency Response Instructions

1. Blanket Protocols for ALL Emergency Response.
 1.01  In the event of a major incident (i.e. natural disaster, etc) members may bring their families to the   
  station so they may account for their safe keeping. If pets are brought to the station they must 
  remain in your car or be kenneled in the bay. Everyone is not comfortable around animals. 
 1.02  The National Incident Management System (NIMS) shall be used at all times.
 1.03  Department radio procedures (Section XII) will be followed at all times.
 1.04  An accurate and detailed report must be filed for all emergency calls.
 1.05  Any time the Incident Commander deems necessary he or she may request mutual-aid from   
  another department.
 1.06  If during an emergency response a member comes in contact with what he or she believes is a   
  communicable disease they are to notify the department’s Infection Control Officer, or line officer,   
  immediately so treatment may be sought.
 1.07  Whenever in the roadway, members should have on an approved reflective vest.
 1.08  Hazardous areas shall be secured from the public.
 1.09  In a multi-agency incident, members shall work in conjunction with other agencies to ensure the   
  success of the endeavor.

2. Response to Medical Emergencies
 2.01  The first alarm assignment for a medical emergency will be 809, with 804 as a back-up.
 2.02  Any member on a medical scene will practice appropriate body substance isolation (gloves, eye   
  protection as needed, etc.) 
 2.03  The first member on scene with communications will provide a discrete patient assessment.
  EMS operations will be on the medical channel. 
 2.04  The First Responder Unit will be placed as to not block the ambulance’s access to the residence,   
  yet where the unit will be readily available.
 2.05 If alone and called upon to drive the med unit to the hospital, move the First Response Unit to an   
  out of the way place, remove the key and lock the doors.
 2.06  As possible, have the med unit or hospital replace disposable medical equipment.
 2.07  Place disposable medical equipment in the bio-hazard receptacle. Do not leave used disposable   
  or unsanitized equipment on department apparatus. Reusable items will be cleaned before being   
  placed back on apparatus.
 2.08  Any equipment taken to a medical facility will be recorded on the report and dry erase board in the  
  bay so they may be retrieved.
 2.09  All medical reports will be kept confidential.
 2.10  Member’s who are not needed inside the residence will stand-by outside.
 2.11  When responding to medical emergencies where a threat may exist to your well-being, personnel   
  shall stage a safe distance away from the scene until law enforcement notifies secures it.
 2.12 Report any issues that may arise on a scene to an officer so they may resolved.
 2.13 The highest trained medical member will have patient care.
 2.14 The chain-of-command will be followed on all calls. 

3. Response to Structure Fires
 3.01  The fire alarm assignment for a single family dwelling will be a 805, 806 and 807, and    
  Pumper/Tanker(s) from automatic-aid departments. 806 may be responded first if a driver for
  805 is not available. The department EMR will respond 804.
 3.02  The first firefighter on-scene with communications will give an initial size-up and then the   
  first officer responding will make the decision to respond additional apparatus/mutual-aid
   based on that information.
 3.03  When making a size-up, the following information shall be given:Type of structure, Percent of   
  involvement, Condition of smoke showing, Possible occupants and relay any other special    
  information such as: Exposures, Power Lines, Propane and Gas Tanks.
 3.04  The first apparatus arriving shall be placed whereas to not endanger the apparatus from the fire,   
  but shall be placed where all truck equipment shall be readily available.
 3.05  At the officers’ discretion and the availability of a fire hydrant a apparatus shall catch the hydrant   
  and lay a supply line to the scene, when needed or possible.
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 3.06  All members in the ‘Fire Zone’ shall be in appropriate protective clothing including: bunker pants,   
  bunker coat, boots, nomex hood, gloves, helmet, S.C.B.A. and a functioning personal alert device,   
  which will be activated.
 3.07 Members should be fit tested before using S.C.B.A. equipment. 
 3.08  No Fire Fighter shall enter a hazardous atmosphere alone.
 3.09  No Fire Fighter shall enter a structure fire with no less than a 1 1/2” preconnect hand line.
 3.10  The fire fighting priorities of the department shall be spelled out in the following acronym: 
   S L I C E R S
   Size-Up, Location of the Fire, Isolate the Flow Path, Cool from a Safe Distance,    
   Extinguish and then Rescue and Salvage  
 3.11  The two man in, two man out rule will be followed on all non rescue working structure fires. 
  A RIT team will be established if manpower permits. 
 3.12  Any member without an assigned job on a scene will stay at staging and await a job    
  assignment. If no point is formally made, staging will be at the engine.
 3.13 Free lancing of any kind is dangerous, hampers progress and will not be tolerated.
 3.14 The I.C. should interview the property owner to obtain information for a report and to answer  
  any questions they may have and initiate Red Cross assistance if needed.
 3.15  The I.C. should ensure all utilities are secured before clearing the scene.
 3.16  After the assignment is completed all fire personnel are expected to report back to the station to   
  assist in cleanup operations, unless granted permission otherwise by the highest ranking officer  
  on scene.
 3.17  Firefighters are expected to clean an maintain their protective clothing after fires.
 3.18 The EMR will respond to provide initial scene size-up, setup staging and secure the scene to   
  decrease any risk to bystanders. 804 should be parked in a location that will not impede operations. 

4. Response to Brush Fires
 4.01  The fire alarm assignment to a brush fire will include a 808 and 806.
  The department EMR will respond 804.
 4.02  The first Fire Fighter on scene with communications will give an initial size-up and then the   
  first officer either en route or on the scene will make the decision to respond additional apparatus/
  mutual-aid based on that information.
 4.03  When making a size-up, the following information shall be given: Size of area involved, Type of   
  material involved, Any threatened exposures, and any special considerations such as access. 
 4.04  The first apparatus arriving shall be placed whereas to not endanger the apparatus from the fire,   
  but shall be placed where all truck equipment shall be readily available.
 4.05 Priority will be given to any persons or structures threatened by fire. 
 4.06  When operating a Brush Truck off-road it should be used in a manner that does not risk damage to   
  the truck and/or injury to its occupants.  
 4.07  All members in the ‘Fire Zone’ shall be in appropriate protective clothing, taking into account   
  temperature, terrain, etc.
 4.08  Fire Fighters should operate in teams equipped with a radio.
 4.09 During night operations Fire Fighters should carry a flashlight with them. 
 4.10 Fire Fighters should maintain situational awareness as to not find themselves without a viable   
  escape route at all times when fighting fire. 
 4.11 When possible, any gate(s) that are opened will be closed after entry is made so no lifestock is lost.  
 4.12 Free lancing of any kind is dangerous, hampers progress and will not be tolerated.
 4.13 The I.C. should interview the property owner to obtain information for a report and to answer  
  any questions they may have.
 4.14  Personnel are expected to report back to the station to assist in cleanup operations, unless   
  granted permission otherwise by the highest ranking officer on scene.
 4.15  Firefighters are expected to clean an maintain their protective clothing after fires
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5. Response to Motor Vehicle Accidents
 5.01  The first alarm assignment for a MVA shall be Rescue 804 an Engine, and medical support vehicle   
  if manpower is needed.
 5.02  The first Fire Fighter on the scene with communications will give an initial size-up and then the   
  first officer on scene will make the decision to respond additional apparatus based on that    
  information.
 5.03  If an extrication is in progress, a fire extinguisher or charged hose line will be deployed. 
 5.04  The road should be appropriately blocked when an extrication is in progress. If possible, the   
  Driver should place the apparatus to stop the flow of traffic in the immediate area. Apparatus   
  should be placed whereas to leave enough room for other emergency vehicles to pass, if possible.
 5.05  When making a size-up of a MVA the following information shall be given: Number of vehicles   
  involved,Threats or Hazards, Number of patients and any other conditions which may exist.
 5.06  The vehicle shall be stabilized before trying to assist the patient, whenever possible.
 5.07 Any personnel with medical training should assist with patient care until relieved by an equal 
  or higher trained medical provider. The fire department is in charge of the scene and EMS is in   
  charge of patient care.
 5.08  Command will determine if extrication will be needed and if so what type, unless a life    
  threatening injury dictates otherwise.
 5.09  When coming into contact with a patient members shall use universal precautions.
 5.10  When an extrication situation is in progress, no personnel will be allowed inside the action circle   
  without full protective clothing. Anyone without full protective clothing will be asked to    
  step outside the action circle. If they refuse ask a police officer for assistance.
 5.11  After the assignment is completed, all fire personnel are expected to report back to the station to 
  assist in clean-up operations, unless granted permission otherwise by the highest ranking officer   
  on scene.
 5.12  After the assignment all members are expected to clean and dispose of their equipment
  appropriately. 

6. Response to Mutual-Aid Assistance
 6.01  The first alarm assignment shall be Engine 806 or 807.
 6.02 The department’s CAFS or Brush Unit may be used to transport additional manpower.
 6.03 Only if the other agency requests an additional pumper should either 806 or 807 respond.   
  At that time, because of our decreased fire fighting capability, another department should be asked  
  to help cover our territory. 
 6.04 Units that are no longer needed on mutual-aid calls should request to be cleared. 
 6.05  At no time will we contact another department by radio or phone and ask if they need our    
  assistance. Automatic Aid Agreements and Mutual-Aid Agreements are in place for this purpose.   
  If another department needs us they will ask for us without prompting. 

7. Response to Fire Alarms
 7.01  The fire alarm assignment for a single family dwelling will be a 805, 806 and 807, and    
  Pumper/Tanker(s) from automatic-aid departments. 807 may be responded first is a drivers for
  805 is not available. The department EMR will respond 804.
 7.02  The first firefighter on-scene with communications will give an initial size-up and then the   
  first officer responding will make the decision to respond additional apparatus/mutual-aid
   based on that information.
 7.03  If smoke or fire is visible, or a key holder is available, an interior investigation will be made.
 7.04  Before the scene is cleared, an investigation to determine cause will be made. 
 7.05 If no interior access is possible, a through exterior investigation will be made. 
 7.06  The first apparatus arriving shall be placed whereas to not endanger the apparatus from potential   
  hazards, but shall be placed where all truck equipment shall be readily available.

8. Response to Smoke Investigation
 8.01  Based on the information provided by dispatch our response protocal will be altered.
   If smoke is in the area - Brush 808 will be the primary vehicle responded.
   If smoke is in the structure - Follow structure fire protocal. 
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9. Odor Investigation
 9.01  If the odor is “in the area” - Brush 808 will be the primary vehicle responding,
  supported by a vehicle with a gas detector.
 9.02 If the odor is found to be natural gas or propane - Follow structure fire protocal. 
  The service provider should be notified and if possible the gas turned off.  
 9.03 If the odor is found to be a trash fire - The fire will be extinguished and violating 
  party will be educted on burn laws. If the fire is large in scale, or we’ve responded
  repeatedly to the location, TDEC should be notified.  
 9.04 If the odor is to be found a brush fire - Follow brush fire protocal. 

10. Response to Chimney Fire
 10.01  Structure fire protocal will be followed.

11. Response to Vehicle Fires
 11.01  The first alarm assignment would be an engine, followed by Rescue 804 and a tanker. 
 11.02 If a driver for the engine is unavailable, Rescue 804 would be primary. 
 11.03 Dispatch should be asked the location of the vehicle so that our response may
  be modified if needed. 

12. Specialty Rescue
 12.01  Rescue 804 should be the primary vehicle responded, supported by Engine 805.
 12.02 If any specialized rescue is needed, such as search & rescue, dive, trench, etc., dispatch should   
  be notified to advise the rescue squad. 
 12.03 The Red Cross should be notified if the on-scene time will extend past one hour.
 12.04 No one should attempt to perform skills beyond their level of training. 

13. Power Lines Down
 13.01  The primary response vehicle will be an engine with a hot stick. 
 13.02 The apparatus should be parked safely away from hazard.
 13.03 The pole number or location should be given to dispatch.
 13.04  The isolation zone should be expanded if the area is wet. 

14. Inclement Weather Response
 14.01 The highest ranking officer should make the call regarding response based on the factors of 
  the emergency. 
 14.02 At all times the safety of department members should be considered. 
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XI. Radio Procedures

1. Radio Policy
 1.01  The use of radio equipment is a privilege and not a right.Therefor, it is the responsibility of    
  every member of the department to safeguard that privilege.
 1.02  Violation of department radio procedures may result in the loss of radio privileges.
 1.03  A “Mayday” incident shall take priority over all other radio traffic and a dedicated channel will   
  be secured for RIT operations.
 1.04 Radios may be issued to members outside of our area, if available, and on a case-by-case basis.
 1.05 Radios will be issued based on greatest need. Members who are the most active in the    
  department will get a higher priority.

2. Radio Etiquette
 2.01  Abusive or profane language will not be permitted.
 2.02  Personal communications will not be permitted.
 2.03  Radio communications will be kept at a minimum.
 2.04  Members should observe proper radio etiquette at all times 
  (i.e. walking on, wrong channel, joking).
 2.05  Statements involving probable cause, damage, injury or death will not be made.
 2.06  Statements involving other agencies conduct or procedures will not be permitted.

3. Plain English Radio Procedures
 3.01  The department uses plain language instead of 10 codes.

4. Radio Chain of Command
 4.01  The request of back-up will be done by the highest ranking member or incident command.

5.Communication Procedures
 5.01.  If you’re at the station when a call is received, let other units know you will be responding from   
  the hall by saying “Sullivan West Base copy, Unit ? will be in route momentarily.” on the radio.   
  This will help other members determine if they should respond to scene or the station.
 5.02  The trucks should be referred to in the following manner: Rescue 804, Engine 805, Engine 806,   
  Engine 807, Brush 808 and West 809. Members should refer to themselves as “Units.”
 5.03  When you go in route, state where you’re responding to. For example, Unit 800 in route to 
  station or Unit 800 in route to scene. This will help others determine where they need to respond.
 5.04 If you’re the first unit on scene let dispatch know you’re there. 
 5.05 If you arrive after the first department vehicle it is not necessary to let dispatch know you’re on   
  scene or when you clear the scene.
 5.06  Command should be established on all major incidents for a point of contact for dispatch.    
  Typically the road name where the incident is will be used. For example, Lone Star Command. 
 5.07  The highest ranking member on scene will acquire the command role/title.
 5.08  On all major incidents we should drop down to the WEST fire scene channel.
 5.09 All units with a portable responding to a call should go in route so everyone knows the    
  manpower available. For example, 899 is in route. Dispatch will recognize every apparatus that   
  goes in route, but will only acknowledge the first unit in route if it is before an apparatus.  

6. Signal 9 (Cancel Responding Units) Procedure
 6.01  On medical scenes, including car wrecks, medical and rescue units should not be signal 9nd   
  unless there is no patient or a release form is obtained by a medically certified member.
 6.02 Units should not be backed down unless there is certainty an immediate threat is not present or   
  there is no one with injuries.
 6.02  When contacting dispatch, state the reason for the Signal 9. For example, “Signal 9 med unit and 
  rescue. No patient at the scene.”
 6.03  Signal 9 any additional members from responding only after you’re certain they’re not needed. 
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XII. Social Media Policy

The integrity of the Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department is the responsibility of all members.  As such, all members 
must avoid conduct which would compromise our integrity and/or deteriorate the public’s confidence in our service.  
Therefore, the following shall be adhered to when utilizing personal and public websites, web pages, online forums, 
and social networking systems (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, etc.).

 1.01       Members SHOULD NOT post, transmit, and/or disseminate any photographs or video  
  displaying members in department clothing (featuring department name or logo) behaving in   
  a manner that poorly reflects on the department. An example of this would be images of  
  unlawful behavior.
 1.02       Members SHOULD NOT post, transmit, and/or disseminate any photographs or video taken at 
  emergency scenes. This includes medical, fire and automobile accident scenes. Pictures may be   
  taken by an appointed member for reporting, training and archival purposes. 
 1.03       Members MAY post, transmit, and/or disseminate photographs or video taken during training   
  exercises or public events.
 1.04       Postings on sites SHOULD NOT be represented as opinions of the department, unless you’re 
  an appointed agent empowered to do so.
 1.05       Members are urged to exercise good judgment and demonstrate personal accountability when   
  choosing to participate in social-networking sites.

Failure to adhere to these rules shall result in disciplinary action in accordance to the department’s by-laws. 

XVI. Apparatus

1. Care and Maintenance of Apparatus
 1.01  Apparatus fluids shall be checked regularly by appointed department members.
 1.02  Apparatus shall be washed after each use as needed.
 1.03  Apparatus shall be waxed as needed.

2. Inspection
 2.01  Apparatus will be inspected regularly by on-duty personnel and inspection sheets completed.

3. Pump Testing
 3.01  Pump testing shall be done once a year by a certified third party according to NFPA 1911. 
 3.02  Pump testing shall be documented and kept on file.
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Definitions

Accountability  A subordinate is answerable to his or her superior for proper execution of   
  assigned duties.

Acting  Serving temporarily in a position to which the member ordinarily is not assigned,  
  usually  in a position of higher responsibility, the acting member shall have the  
  authority, responsibility and duties of the higher position.

Active Fire Fighter  He or she must have the required hours of training, which may include outside  
  sources, no longer be on probation, and be in good standing with the fire   
  department.

Administrative Instructions  An order issued by an officer establishing a principle, policy, or procedure   
 concerning a given subject not covered by a general order, special order   
  or a manual, and directed to members under the command of or within the  
  responsibility of the issuing officer.

The Basics  The Basics are documents that cover the basic knowledge new members should  
  know and is to be completed during a member’s probationary period.

Cadet  The term used for members who are under the age of 18. Sometimes Cadets may  
  be called Juniors.

Chain-of-Command  The department’s chain-of-command is the logical progression of reporting to  
  authority up and down the ladder of rank. 

Department  Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department.

Departmental Orders  An inclusive term embracing fire regulations, general orders, special orders and  
  administrative instruction.

DOT  Department of Transportation

Duty  A service that a subordinate is obligated to perform when assigned to do so by a  
  superior.

EMR  Emergency Medical Responder

General Order  A written order, issued by the Chief, applicable to the department as a whole or to  
  a division thereof, which establishes a principle, policy, or procedure concerning  
  a given  subject. It is effective permanently from the date of issue and is in  
  force until revoked by a  subsequent general order.

Grievance  Any dispute or misunderstanding between two or more members that is not  
  settled by an officer of the department shall be written and given to a senior  
  officer. If the grievance pertains to an officer, it should be then be passed on  
  to the next officer in the department’s chain of command, with the Board of  
  Directors taking precedence over the Chief. After the grievance has been settled,  
  it will be filed for future reference.

Inactive Member  Members who are no longer appear on the department’s roster.

Infection Control Officer  Is in charge of managing the department’s exposure control plan and coordinating  
  the investigation of infectious exposures.
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Insubordination  The refusal to obey or comply with a lawful order from a member of higher rank,    
  or a member in a position of authority or command at an emergency incident,    
  unless the order conflicts with the interest of your own well being.

Lifetime Member  A member in good standing who has at least 15 years of active service and served   
  no less than 150 duty shifts. (Inactive service does not apply.)

Member  All volunteers of this department.

NIMS  National Incident Management System

Officer  Chief, Deputy Chief, Assistant Chief, Captain, Lieutenant or any other position    
  the Chief designates.

Officer in Charge  Any officer or member in charge of an incident or emergency operation.

On Duty  A member is on duty during the period when actively engaged in the     
  performance of  regular assigned duties, when performing a special mission for    
  the department, while traveling to or from an incident scene, or when directed by       
  an officer to perform in the service of the department or when involved in training  
  at or away from the department.

Procedure  The official method for dealing with any given situation.

Report  A written communication in the appropriate form.

RIT  Rapid Intervention Team

Responsibility  A designated obligation which is established and can only be transferred by the  
  governing body. Responsibility cannot be transferred on one’s own initiative.

Screening Committee  A committee of members who screens new applicants before being accepted for    
  membership. No one in the committee may personally know the applicant.

Shall or May  Shall means mandatory. May denotes permissiveness.

Special Orders  A written order issued by the Chief applicable to the whole department or to a division   
  thereof, which establishes a temporary principle policy or procedure on a given subject,   
  usually for a specific period of time.

Supervisor  An officer who has been assigned by the Chief or by job description to supervise the   
  work of others.

Suspension  The act of temporarily denying a member the rights and privileges of performing duties   
  as a member of the fire department.

Vanessa K. Free  The Vanessa K. Free Emergency Services Training Act of 2005 is a state law that  
  makes it mandatory that any emergency vehicle operator take an annual examination  
  on emergency vehicle response before being cleared to drive. To fail to do so shall  
  make the driver of the vehicle criminally negligent.
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STANDARD OPERATING GUIDELINES

Documentation of Agreement 
[Please read, print, sign and give to your mentor.]

I have read and understand the Standard Operating Guidelines

for the Sullivan West Volunteer Fire Department and agree to

adhere and uphold these guidelines to the best of my ability.

I recognize that the guidelines will be updated to reflect 

changes in the fire service and culture of the department 

and will strive to stay current on changes as they’re made.

 

____________________________________________________________
print full name

_____________________________________________________________
signature

____________________________________________________________
date

This document will be placed in your permanent file.


